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after learning that the vent stations were destroyed, jade tan is sent to the
agency for her mission, to see if the vent stations were destroyed for good.

while jade is in the agency, rico and karl are assigned to go to kastelo singa to
cause a scene so that the agency can figure out what to do with jade. rico starts

a gunfight with a security guard, but he eventually knocks him out. after
hearing that the vent stations have been destroyed, jade panics that the agency

will never find out what happened to her and she is determined to find a way
out of the agency herself. while exploring kastelo singa, rico encounters a group
of guards at the entrance to the base. the guards are none other than the three
factions that are trying to survey panau for an untold opportunity. after a brief
exchange, the trio of guards become friendly with rico and invites him into the

base. after the three factions introduce themselves, the three of them get into a
heated argument regarding who's going to lead the fight against baby panay.
the factions decide to put their differences aside and unite under one cause,
which is to eliminate baby panay. the agents then make their way into the

underground tunnels of the base, with the three factions as their guide. rico is
accompanied by his co-agents, maria kane and karl blaine. after receiving intel

on the location of the soldiers, the agents come across three vent stations,
which have been taken over by the soldiers of the three factions. after

eliminating all three vent stations, the three factions decide to take a break,
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and decide to take care of the mercenary problem themselves.
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the team is currently in the process of creating a retail version of the game for
the playstation 3. the plan is to have this version of the game available through

the playstation store starting at the same time as the xbox 360 and pc retail
versions. this retail version will include the new high speed motion blur, and will
be the last retail version of the game on the playstation 3. the retail version will
not contain any downloadable content, as this is an entirely separate process.
this version will also be the last version of the game to use the old engine, and
we do not intend to release any other version of the game for the playstation 3.
it is our intention to continue to support the playstation 3 for the future, but we
do not intend to update the game for it beyond the retail version. this means we

are no longer able to support the playstation network on the playstation 3, so
the playstation network on the playstation 3 will be shut down on april 30th.

there is one last announcement to make today. the team is planning to release
the just cause 2 ps3 retail version on march 4th. we will start shipping physical

game discs on that date, and we will release more details on pricing and
availability on our website. however, the retail version is only available on the

playstation store and not on the playstation network. the retail version also
does not support multiplayer, and will not have any downloadable content. this
is a separate process from the ps3 downloadable content that is currently being
developed. the team has finished the work on the retail version of the ps3 and

psn version of just cause 2. the team is currently working on the retail version of
just cause 2 for the xbox 360. the retail version of the game is available on the

xbox live marketplace at the same time as the retail version of the game for the
ps3. we are also planning on releasing this retail version on steam, and we will

have more details on that at a later time. 5ec8ef588b
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